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The HigH Cost of G.w. Faculty Ponders Future
Congress Looks,
At Loan Limits
by Celia Hobson
Faced with rising tuition
costs, Congress is. a~ting to If you felt that $9,760.00
increase the ce i l in g s of was bad, then try $10,540.00 on
federally-funded financial aid for size. That was the message
programs.Proposals have been given byGWU Budget Director
madein Congress to reauthorize Robert D. Shoup recently, as
and revise the 1965 Higher the university unveiled its
EducationAct, which includes proposed budget for the f,iscal
studentaid. year, 1986-87. The. prehmmary
The House Education arid budget report indicated that
LaborCommittee, on a 28-2 NLC students can expect an 8%
vote,approved a proposal that hike in tuition next, year,
wouldraise the annual GSL bringing the full-time tuition
limit frorn$5,OOO to $8,000. bill to over $10,000.00--the
T~e,present aggregra~e loan ht che s t figure in the law
limitof $25,000: wUl ~J.ncre~1?~ schoO'l's history.' .. -: ': , ,
to $38,000,' whic~' includes ,"Under' the proposal,
u~dergradllClteborrowing. ,The .., "!-ul1-time-JD",cahdidates will'
om, known as, the Higher pay '$10,540.00 per. year, or
Education Amendments of 1985, .roughly $377.00 per, semester
~ould also increase the hour. Those JD candidates wh?
mterestrate on loan payments entered the NLC before 198J
from8% to 10% after the first will pay $9,374.00 per year, or
fouryears. . roughly $335~00 per semester
StUdents will not be hour.
affected by these changes Dean Jerome Barron
be~orethe 1987-88 school year, attributed the 8% ~n<;rease. to
WcthlChis the earliest' possible faculty and admmlstrat~ve
ate of implementation if salary increases and to ongo mg
<XL 4 (J) 10 P. 3, aL.1(J) 10 P. 3, • ,
Clinics Win $86,375. Jud~me~!.a:':!~:~lr~ ~es~:?r
under the federal Trutn-In-~end ~~ailable to combat the
ding Act, the lender require t foreclosure. Instead the
our clients to sign a s~atemend attorney recommen<.ied a
that the loan was bemg us: _ settlement agreem~nt w.lth the
f business purposes . gs and loan m which our
b~;iness loans aree.x~mpt frod ~~r~~ts "admitted" that. theinterest rate cel,lwgs ~n loan had been used for busmesds
. closure requIre.men s , ur oses (when It had not) an
~~:hout having been gIVen, ~~ ~orFsented to a foreclosure sthome,
t ion as to 1 ths later unless eyexplanci our clients three mon with all the
c.onsequencs~~tement because could cO~~d uPnot a realistic
Slgne~aJh~eentold there would mg~:iblflty: In FebruarYJthey loan without it. d f983 the home was foreclosebe no , th year. was up an ,
After : due the promised upon. In the summer of 1983, our
the l~an cam in' did not. ts first came to the
ref 1nan c g, d . d chen HELPClinic. Over the
• ' W hat 1 Consumer . times
materi,ah,ze. .a forclosure next years th~r~ ~ere .. four
materlahze w~s ur clients' when,we were htlgat10g 10 .
pr.oGeedin~a~algs~e~n used as courts simUltaneouSlYbou~:ll~~~
home' WhiCh a 1 The States Bankruptcy
secu~it.y fO~a~hebro~~~i by a vacate the se~tleme~~:g::t~~~~:
pro~eeJ'dm~nd. loan associati~n ~nd ,hold thelfo~o~ot returning
sav.wgsh d acquired their 10 conternp)t United States
whic~ ...a . ; . t,'from the his .fees; ( ling the
promlssorY'Jlo e 'If things District Cpur& arre~enial of
original bl~n ~h~y oon got Bankruptc~s. t~r vacate the
seemed a, our motion reements). D.C.
worse. .' settlem:~~/Tgenan t Court
'hou~i~~ie~~s a~~~~l1e~u~1~y~ rdl~~~~~~: t~ef~~~i;;S e:~~\g~~
toue dfiled a bankrupc Ie d
prepcired an the ir behalf. the foreclosure), .a~
petition o~ the attorney after S perior Court CIVl1'Jnfortunate y, the loan papers D.C. u
never looKed at learned that
and so n:e~v:e:r~:~~~~!!!!~!!!~~:::::::::::::::::ii=::=I=:lil
brDaVidMedine
Director,Consumer HELP Clinic
Ie On November 18, a lengthy
clfal battle ended for two
Ba ents of the Consumer HELP
Cli~~rUPtcy and Litigation
the~s. When JUdge Nunzio of
a' .C. SUperior Court entered
$8~~tmen.t in their favor f<?r
punlt.5, Includin~ $40,000 ~n
att Ive damages and $10,000 10
La~rceysfees for the National
enter's legal clinics.
starOU~ c lien ts' problems
the:ed In February, 1981, when
IllortWent to get a second
clos~ageloan for $12,000. At
17 o~l~g, they received oJlly
15,000' t!le lender k~eping
tor In fees and. corwmssions
addit~rranging the loan. In
Pay lon, Our clients had to
or :1,800 in interest. Worst
repaill., the loan had to
prom?In one year (they were
refinSed that it would be
loananced into a long-term
Inothat the end of the year).
Charer Words, they were being
$7,oB~d $6,800 to oorro(w
Interest: or roughly' 10.0%
reStrf~t~n attempt to avoid the
unOertAons ~n interest I'atu
the di'~ O.c. usury luw, and.
sclosure requirements
·8% Increase in
.Tuition Approved
By Cluck Balcom and
Robert D. Jacobs
by Mark Graven
Most people go the shore
to relax. The NLCfaculty went
to work.
On November 2-3 the
faculty held a retreat at
Eason, Maryland, to address
issues affeC(ting the NLC's
future. According to retreat
organizer Prof. Teresa M.
Schwartz, among the t?l?ics
considered were legal wrrt tng,
smaller first year sections,
curriculum, and tenure for
clinical faculty.
Schwartz said there seemed
to be a consensus by the
faculty that the. NLC should
move in the direct.Ion of giving
first year students one srna Il
section. The small s~ctlOns
could be coordinated With the
;,"-legalo writing and' research
classes. '; . . '
There was diSCUSSIon at
the retreat of moving constitu-
tional law to second y~ar, to
free up more hours 10 the
first year for civil pro~ed;urel
criminal law and cr rrnrna
procedure, and property. ,
These proposals Will be
taken up by a subcommittee of
the faculty,.self-.study
commi t tee, wh l ch Will be
chaired by Prof. Charles Thomas
Dienes.
Dienes said there are
practical limitations to
refining the proposals in a way
that will satisfy everybody.
For one thing, small
sections cannot be that small.
Dienes said he would like
first year students to have at
least one class with less than
50 students in it. Classes
with less than 50 students
have a different dynamic to
them, he said. The feasi-
bility of small sections now
exists due to the recent
addi tions to the f acuity,
Dienes said.
Legal writing programs are
something that seem to resist
perfection by their very
nature, according to Dienes.
"No one has found the key yet,"
he said. But he added that the
idea of tyin~ a small section
to legal wrltin({ may be an
improvement. 'I'nis would allow
a prof essor and a teaching
fellow to coordinate the
writing program with class
work, he explained. A small
torts sect Ion would have
writing assignments on torts
<D 10 P. 8, <IL. 1
Fight
Division (seeking damages for
harm to our clients due to the
fraudulent loan scheme and for
legal malpractice).
A settlement agreement
with the savings and loan
resolved all the 1itigation but
for our civil suit in which,.
surprisingly, all the
defendants had default
judgments entered agsinst them.
On November 18th, we proved our
damages to Judge Nunzio who
a warded $12,125 in actual
damages for loss of the home
(trebled under the D.C.
Consumer Protection Procedures
Act to $36,375), $40,000 in
~unitive damages, and $10,000
10 attorney's fees.
While the a ward was
satisfying we will have an
extremely difficult time
collectin'~ any money from the
defendants. There have been
numerous private suits against
them by ~.)me of the more t~n
300 borrowers who fell victim
to their scheme. In March,
1985, the FTC file<.i an enforce-
ment action agamst most of
our defendants. Last wet;!k, a
federal grand jury indictee!
three of the defendant~ for 17.
counts of misr~present1Og loan
terms to borrowers as part of a
conspirac: t~at !nvolved more
than $10 milhon 10 loans.
.Posner Addresses Cf3pacitY·CroVV.d
;'pos·s.ibilities. It will
change the price of stocko,ni
the identity of t.he investor:n
. . However
t
, dIvestment ma
Impose a Cos on a stockhold
,whose portfolio ~
'underdiversifled. If I
stockholder only invests in '
·fe.w> cQrpor.atlons, divestin
...~rom ~a~sume,dly profitabl
.:lnterp{ltlon(j,.l.:flrms may caus
-ppe. t~'~~I.nve~t in les
prQfLtable~compames offering'
:lower. rate ':If return on thei
stocKi: Too, .If one choosesno
to-rernvest 10 other firmsbut
t:o consolidate one'
.inyestme!lts. in those, companie
,-witl!;.-wmcn: .one already hold
stOCK, one faces muchmor
.d~nge,r,r~s;~lting from fluctua
,lions -j.n,the.·pnancial market
....,., .Th~$.,.<tivestment in Sout
Africa9.orporations mayrewar
t ho se .. .wtthout the cash t
.inv est .. -in the larg
,tl'\t~I;p.a~~qn~il.,firms that d
;QU$I~SS DM.!Jtn South Afri~
;whi,l.~financi~llyharming mor
successfuL.investors whoa
;iri'v'e~f in .corporations wit
interests in South Africa
To Posner, this is lik
lire warding a eunuch fo
chastity."
While Posner's talk rna
have accurately describe
strictly financia
considerations in dealing wit
South Africa, by ignoring othe
factors, he did not reall
paint an accurate picture 0
why or why not one might choos
to invest in that country.
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by Jim Loelmer
On November 14 Seventh
Circuit JUdge presented the
Sixth Annual Manuel Cohen
Lecture to an overflowing
crowd of students, faculty and
guests. Posner's sp e ee h
centered upon the Theory of
Finance and its effect upon the
law•.
In explaining how
financial theory affected the
la w, JUdge Posner provided
examples from. personal injury·
litigation and security
investment activities. Posner
also discussed what he believed
the. e f fe c t 0 f lim i tin g
investments' in corporations
dealing with South Africa wouldbe. .
In'regard to personal
injury litisation, it is
Posner's bellef that those
suffering redressable injury.
may be overcompensated by our
legal system. Defendants .pay
too much for the harm. they
cause, Posner contended. They
pay too much, for in computing
the damages defendants must pay·
over a period of years, "a risk
rr ee. rate of. in terest . is
computed." .. . .. " " <
-"That is,' rather than face
a possible risky stream of
wages over a period of years of
employment,' one who is
wrongfUlly injured and unable
to work, obtains assured
payments over the equivalent of
one's employment lifetime.
Dur ing the question 'an~
answer per-iod after the speech;
Posner conceded in calculating
damages that are equivalent to
one's future .Income production,
one's earnings could be
underestimated. This is
possible for the. earnings from
one's occupation may increase
over the years and not be
properly considered in
totalling damages. Posner also
did not address the
consideration that it is the,
defendant who caused the harm
and maybe it is he/she who
should bear the cos t of
uncertainty in calculating
. damages.
... ;.~j '_, .;. 1 I c.
os bs",JJ J!J I1Jit Kpprt.rhiHilu
Professor Brown:
. . We publicly express our most sincere gratitude for everything
.you have done f.,r :":5 durin~ this past semester in Land Development
Law. Basically, ::ha.tconSIsts of goin~ far beyond what might be
commonly perceived' as the ordinary' duties" of 8. law professor.
Your. patience, kindness, accessibility and devotion has touched
and affected each one of us in a very unique way.
Your: dedication to the education and well-being of your
stUdents' should not. go unacknowledged. Your insight, expertise,
and determination have provided those fortunate enough to share
your classroom, with a healthy and enlightend alternative to an
oth~rwise prcdominatly impersonal and intimidating learningenVlronment.
You have dema~ded hard work and initiative from us, while
,I
n~·::l~~
!! f-; ... c;.)'/,()
t~··:J; };~,l.""',~--.
fl'" ~VI;!:t
••
instilling in us a sense of autonomy and self-confidence. We
leave your course with invaluable legal training which we canput
to use as future attorneys.
We feel you are a tremendous asset to the faculty of the
National Law Center, and to the teaching profession. You'veshown
us the value in our professional careers of being aggressive, yeJ
compassionate, outspoken yet attentive, and well prepared an
knowledgeable, yet modest.
We thank you for your commitment and for the concern and
respect with which you have treated us. You are an exampleto
usa~ .
Sincerely,
Your students from the,25th simUlation :ot
Land Development; :Law.(19a5J..-".~_",:: .,:;... ...-; ~/"~/~... .... ~
Robert A. Kosik
~~.
Thomas A~KiVat Ann P.
/
/ ':y.{ I,., //:_
'; './< ---s Jr.Raymond Torre
CN IN]{FASE HOt P. 1
urchases for various 'expense
terns. "1 think it's normal'
hat people will expect an
ncrease ,in their salary' and
his tuition increase rehects
6% salary' Increase for
acuIty and staff, along with
5% increase for program
mprovements such as ~opyinJf
achines and word processors,
rran said. -.
Barron expressed doubt
hat the u niv e r sit s' s
nvestments played' a -,'role in
he tuition Incr-ease,'. "The
niversity has-traditionally
akenabout 20% from law school
uition revenue," Barron
tated. He added, "I don't
hink we can say that the
niversity's investments
ontributed significantly to
e increase. II, • , , ,
The Dean said,the8%'raise
as a fair t lgure-s-one that
eeps the NLCa very attractive
w school. "Since 'we are a
ition dependent school, we
ave to be competitive with
gard to t he v-Iaw school
pplicant pool,"! fihd ;-Caf'.this
vel) I thinkW:e;~~i're;""Barron
dicated. Barron '<cont'Iriued,
e are $2,000.00' to < $3,000.00 '
S5 than many la w schools in
he East, and yet, in
put a t Ion , services, and
culty, I think we are of an
uivalent stature." ,
According to- figures
leased by the GWU Budget
ffice, the NLC will remain
e 5 sex pen s i vet h a-n
orthwestern, Columbia, NYU,
orn~ll, and Penn, following,
e Increase. Less expensive
lternatives include Catholic,
yracuse, Fordham, and Case
estern.
Despite the, .. J"a ther __.
avarable statistics, Barron
fused to give an overall
"'---~ ;.c. ~ :~'-jo. "~, >~~
breakdown of the NLC's 'yearly
budget. "If we released a
,complete bre.akdown of every
department 10 the la wschool
we. WOUld"be at ctvi l war," h~
saId., Ev.ery .dep a r t rna nt
would feel cheated and would
request a greater increase II
Barron added. '
'. Dur-Ing a recent budget
brter tng, Shoup revealed that
21% of all' 1aw.school revenues
g<?.to .the university. Shoup
sa Id' the" revenues go toward
.sup p.o r.tin g the g e n era I
a,d.mln~stration of the"
un tve rsf ty and _the overall
da~-t~-day operation of the NLC
bui ldings, Among those support
lt~m~ are- student serv rce s
(Reg rs tr-ar, Student Health)
gene.ral expenses (Development
OffIce, _Convocation, and
General Ln's u r a nc e I, and
maintenance and operation of
th~.p~ant (cleaning, repairsjut i l t t Ie s, and security). "
think you'll find the 21% is in
line with the ABA'sstandards II
Barron concluded. '
While Barron was re luctant
to.commenton the remaining 78%
to.",79%: of .tuition which is
actually, budgeted toward the
law school's operating budget,
Shoup was more tor-tbcomtng,
Shoupprovided bUdgeted amounts
for 1985-86. Based on figures
for the 1985-86 operating
budget for the 'NLC,disposition
of tuition was forecasted at
$13,892,000.00. As indicated
above, roughly - 78% of this
amount, or. $10,861,664.00, is
budgeted for the law school.
This $10,861,664.00 figure
can be broken down in two
different ways. First, it can
be bUdgeted on the basis of
expenses and -capital
expendi tures. Under this
.analysis, the 78% figure is
budgeted in the following
manner: 31.1%--faculty.... ...,. - ..
": •..~... - .." .•' ."~.~.".,
ACE
TYPING -(I WORD PROCESSING
'466-TYPE • 857-8000
WE SPECIALIZE IN,
LEGAL 'TY'f?I.NGAND
v\rO:RD'+:P'i~OCESSING
,-r'~ .....'f<
~(~l~~;;';J ._
.~ .s j;, :
.-' .
, -,
2025 I St., tIf, SUite 105
'Open at 11:00 For.Lunch
Monday Jhru Friday
UNIQUE SALADS, HOMEMADE SOUPS, OVERSTUFFED
SANDWICHES, GREAT BURGERS, PIZZA AVAILABLE FOR
LUNCH.
'CARRy-oUT AVAILABLE
PIZZA HOURS: TUESDAY-FRIDAY 11:00 A.M.-MIDNIGHT
SATURDAY 5:00 P.M.-MIDNIGHT
'TAKE OUT AVAILABLE ph. No. 223-2086
HAPPY HOUR MONDAY-FRIDAY 4-7:30· ($4.25 PITCHERS)
DRAFT BEERNITE WEDNESDAY • 854
LADIES NilE THURSDAY • $1.00
-Disc Jockey Monday-Th~rsday 9:00 PM·l:3O AM
Friday 5:00 PM-2:30 AM
Saturday 9:00 PM-2:30 AM
salar ies, 23.0%--major projects
(capttal projects--Iaw building
fund), 14.9%--student aid!
13.3%--other salaries ana
wages, 7.7%--fringe benefits
4.9%--operating expenses, and
3.9%--equipment. -
The law school budget for
1985-86can also be broken down
into three separate budgets:
$6,946,324.00, or 63.9% for the
la w school operating budget;
$2,500,000.00, or 23.0% for the
capital projects budget; and
$1,415,340.00, or 13.0% for the -
student financial aid budget.
The $6,946,324.00 can be
further segmented along law
school's o r g a n t z at f on a I
structure: $3t703,514.00, or53.3% for Ln s t r uc t Lo nj
$1,549,009.00, or 22.3% for
adminlstration'h $1,099l134.00,or 15.7%- for tela w ibrary;
and $594,667.00£ or 8.5% for
other departmen s.
For those students
interested in learning more
about the NLC's budgetary
matters, they can contact
Robert D. Shoup, Director or
the BUdget on the eighth floor
of Rice Hall, or by calling
676-7345. Alsol past budgetsand financia records or
GWUand NLCmay be examined in
the reading room of The Gelman
Library's Special Collections
Department. It is located on
the second floor (Room 207),
and the telephone number is
676-7497.
The caffeine in coffee and
tea make these fluids a poor
choice because the caffeine in
them acts as a diuretic,
causing the kidneys to give up
more water than they normally
would. Thus, caffeine
dehydrates you rather than
.hydrates you!
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Congress does not de lay' action.
Despite the raised borrowing
Itmit, the number of available
loans will not decrease.
However, an increase in the
amount of loans available
is also unlikely. Only new
borrowers will be affected by
the higher interest rate.
The bill is scheduled to
be debated on the House !loor
on December 3. Rep. William D.
Ford (D-Mich.), chairman of the
postsecondary panel, said, If}
don't expect that we will have
too many problems on the !loor.
I imagine we will have some
interesting amendments offered,
but when you have the higher
education community standing
together side by side, it will
be pretty hard to change
anything in the bill. If
Passage in the
Republican-dominated Senate is
not as certain, eSJ?ecially when
the House committee ran up
against several Republican
attempts to slash more funds
from student aid. The Senate
is still drafting a similar
bill' that will not reach
mark-up until December 12.
President Reagan's
reaction to the loan expansion
is also uncertain due to his
support of the
Gramm-Rudman-Hollingsproposal
to eliminate deficits by 1991.
Although there are' no
RecommendedDietary Allowances
for water, most nutritionists
agree that you should drink at
leas t six to eight 8 oz.
glasses of liquids a day. The
fluids you choose may include
~uices, solt drinks, milk or
Just plain water.
2131 Pennsylvania Ave., N.W • 223-2077'
... ..... _ ....... ., ... .-.-.-."
I
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INLC 38-16 Drubbing of G-town Highlights H-comi
i by Robert D. Jacobs' ,Michael Kazamias.'· later, Kazamias, playing . ~~:m.teD"s·pass~~ereCipBoients
I E x per i e n c e and quarterback, ran it in himself, 'C" H ( w)ere b H
1 The NLC's inaugural cohesiveness are the trademark and then followed on the .raig osmer 2, anc;iDo
. I homecoming festivities, held on, of any successful team effort, two-point conversion with a NJOoers. The offensIve I
I .Saturday, November 9, provided whether it be in athletics or short toss to Stuart Harvey. ~nchored l?~ dBraKdIrelan
all the essential elements in the practice of law. The The NLC led 8-0 and took this aas, provi. e azamias
typically associated wit~ such Chattel .RustlerS, the t~am lead into' 'the Iockerroom' .at plent~hof Jitte to unload.
an event. Pre-game, taIlgate representmg the NLC,certamly half-time. . ~ e ense was equ
parties lined a blocked-off t1H"- filled that description well. " Again, early in t he impressrve, as they comple
Street. A parade, featuring Many of the players have been second-half, the. Chattel shut do wn the oppone
several student organizations, playing. together .for ~hr~e Rustlers were struggling. In °flen,slve efforts~ 0
the homecommg court, and even years In the un iv e r s r ty s fact, Georgetown looked as .if a ~wlng ~wo meanIngl
a high school band made' its in t ram ur a I f 1a g f 00 t ball they might knot the score as toucndo wns when tile game
way between 20th' and 21st league, and their play reflect- they penetrated deep in 'NLC well C?ut ?f r e acn,
Streets along "H" Street
i
ed that fact--every player knew territory. But Jimmy Horowitz, dLef~nslve lme,. ,led bYtl
before the homecoming footbal exactly what his role was his making the first of two ev i ne and Steve Kern
game. ' ' . role was and. executed tnat interceptions he had on the .co n s t a n t Iy pressured
Of course, the main event -role to perfectIOn.' . day, intercepted the ball in G~org.etown quarter~acK.
of the day' was, the flag . Howev.er,they. started out, the .endzone for a touchback. addt t ron .to HorOWItz's
football game between a law m a sluggtsh fashIon. On the This seemed to really give the Int er-cep t rons, safety Br
school team from crosstown first few possessions, neither NLC team the spark it needed. Hagan snagged an errant pa
Georgetown University and an team could get anything going. The second-half turned A po s t - gam epa
NLC.intramural football squad It was not until a s~ectacular, into a rout, as Kazamias rol lowed, .where NLCstud
on the quad. The~LC faithfl:ll rl;ln by Kazarnias, settmg up the lofted four touchdown passes to mmgled WIth players from b
I had reason to smile on this fIrst score midway through the three different receivers and squads. It was at t
day, ':IS. the NLC team .drilledfirst half, that any excitement . 'consistently eluded wouid-be celebr:ation where ~az~lmia.s
the .vlsltors, 38-1.6, behm.d the was generated in the' 'near tacklers behind the line of heard to rem~rt{t ThIS
passmg and dazzlmg runmng of capaCIty' crowd. A few plays scrimmage and on quarterback real.l~ the begmnmg of
. ' tradItIon." .
Page ..
HOlneco01ing at the NLC • •
Section 13's float. See the happy first years.
King and Queen wave to ~he happy crowd
.., _~ ~ c _ '1 .e, •· I;J .. ~ ..J·:.h ..,,._. ~.P:'\. .! ,.('~ ..~.-:.:;~.- i·i:("_~'","""'-;"-,_·_,~~·_;r--~,:·:·
for Mike Kazwmias
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NLC professor prepares
I
thesda-Chevy Chase High School Band
by Jim Loclmer
[Ed. note: The entire
Homecoming -- the parade, the
football game and post-game
activities -- were well-planned
and executed.. All who
participated are to be
commended. The following is
tongue- in-eheek.]
Marching bands! Floats!
Royalty! No, this was not
another gala arranged for
Charles and Dlana.. This was
all part of the NLC's Inaugural
Homecoming.
Passing by a thronging
crowd which had camped out
virtually minutes for the
chance to o bs e r ve the
extravaganza, the Parade had
all the color and pageantry
its organizers promised. .
The excitement the Parade
caused set the crowd abuzz
belore any keg was tapped.
Said one student, "Wow! I
remember a Flag Dayparade like
this. " Said another, "I like
the noise. Got a firecracker?"
The marching band set a
tone tor the whole day. . They
played the Notre Dame Fight
Song in a variety of tempos
that would light the spirits of
all but the most hardened
LLM's. Call out those echoes,
again.
It any thfng , the floats
were more Insp Ir tng , : Law
Review, PDP, Delta Theta Phi,
var ious first year sections,
and even a professor on a
motorcycle involved themselves
in the festivities. Law
Review, which designed its
own version of the Harvard Blue
Book, won the award for the
best entrant.
And who there could forget
the pride with which that
jIomecoming Court marched.
HaPDYto have been serected b,Yth~1t peers, each did then'
best to pass their joy to each
member of the crowd.
Simultaneously, the whole crowd
was was proud to have such
representatives.
Finally, after initial
difficulties concerning the
scope of coverage, The Advocate
was there to catch each second
of excitement. Never has this
reporter seen such a spectacle
a t the NLC. Not even last
year's "Smoke-out" at CBS
Studios with Professor Banzhaf
packed the sustained vibrancy
• that visited the streets ofFoggy Bottom as the Parade
passed through.
Will we ever see the like
of this again? We can only
hope. -
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TheBeginhing of aTradition
One would not be far off this event are due the SBA.
the mark to say that The George The planning and care that went
Washington University, into the festivities were
including the NLC, lacks school clearly evident. Extra steps
spirit. Admittedly, there is were taken to make this truly a
no Saturday afternoon football special event. A local high
games to attend at GWU,but school band provided the fight
even other activities exhibit a song; a parade, with floats and
· general lack of school spirit. the homecoming court, was
Certainly a school with an staged; commerative t-shirts
arena .that seats 5,000 and has were sol<!i and,' of course, the
'good' crowds of 2,000 on a NLCand ueorgetown did battle
regular basis is no threat to on the gridiron. The Saturday
The University of Notre Dame afternoon certainly had all the
when it comes to enthusiasm for elements of a homecoming game
the school. ,at any other school.
Our spirits were definite- We are hopeful that this
ly lifted, however, by the NLC truly has been the beginning of
student turn out for the SBA a tradition at the NLC. We
sponsored "HomeCOming,1985." again congratulate the SEA.and
Never have we seen such, unity the entire NLC student, bOdY!
in this student body for a for showing their s c ho o I
sin g 1e eve n t • It. was spirit. Homecoming 1985 can
refreshing indeed. only be described one way--the
The congratulations' for -. beginning of a tradition. ,
..Research on Writing
The ability to write le~al make snide comments at this
documents isa s k.f l I sug ge s t ron, other faculty,
fundamentaL to the practice ,of members have suggested that
law yet the National, Law' perhaps the ~olutlon would be
cenler offers a bare miminumof to hfre Enghsh professo~s, ?r
training in the area. The graduate students to fIll ~n
administration recognizes this the ranks. However, thts
serious educational void' and raises the prospect of future
discussed the problem at the NLC graduates .submit ting
recent faculty retreat. , documen.ts to semor. partners
There have: been"many resembl1ng. an. enghsh tet:m
suggestions 'floating .in the air paper. WhIle. ~t c~n be s~ld.
. as to how the current legal tha.t .legal wrI~mg IS. creatIve
writing progr'ani could be wr~tlng at tImes; It has. a
'improved. One ,suggestion is unl9ue form. and style qUIte
to grade first year legal unlike anythmg an~one other
research and writing, which is tha~ a lawyer could Impart on a
currently offered ona nOVIce.
credit-no-credit basis. Th~ most promising
proposal IS to have one class
of less than 50 in each first
year section and coordinate the
writing program with work done
in the small substantive class.
This program has a great deal
of potential. While learning
writing skills, a student will
have 'the opportunity to learn
This would not result in
any improvement, since most of
the problem lies in the program
itself, and not in the effort
students put into it ...
Moreover, this would only serve
· to increase pressure on already
overworked first year students
who find little time to
, concentrate on their graded
; courses. ' '
Another possibility is to
increase the number of legal
writing, sections. Smaller
classes and a more favorable
student-teacher ratio ~would
· result,allowing for a closer
supervision of a student's
wrIting development. Some
f acuIty members have voiced
concern with this proposal
0ecause employing more teaching
fellows would entail a .
lessening in quality for an
increase in quantity. '
Whilemany would groan and
in greater detail topics
covered in class. However,
bef ore this plan could be
enacted, there are many
logistical problems' which must
be ironed out.
While it may be true that'
a fledgling lawyer learns most
of his or her trade on the job,
legal writing is such an
important part of 'the
profession, it should' receive
greater emphasis at the NLC.
Fortunately, the problem has
been reco~nized. All that
remains IS, for a viable
solution to be discovered.
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The ,Liberal Hysteria
Admire in 'confounding' the
by Joe , /," " sociopolitical objectives of
It is an' 'unfortunate fact the Democratic Party with the
of life that liberals ,are, so bedrock principles of America's
mesmerized by their resentment legal system. The fact
of President Reagan's desire to . ,. is that all those "progressive"
restore the Constitution as the, decisions Mr. LaCorte moans
Framers intended it 'and by the', about as being vandalized by
ad mit ted ly . uno r tho do x , Reaga~·are o~ly interpretations
statements of -Attorney Genera! ,,: i of the ConstItution. I nardIy
Edwin Meese that~heyfr~quent-" ''-' think- anyone r.eading this needs
ly suffer from a malady known. :~: to be,-.·r.e:m:tnded that
as "being unable to see the'< : constitu'tional claw is ina
forest for the trees". They"'" state of permanent flux,
would much rather go on e hang tngi.t o . suit changing
believing, and have the rest of condi t ions, It may just be
us believe as, well,. that . the,,;: f that :th.e .conservatfve view of.
secret agenda of;~,the.! R~aganH';> constitutional law may nowbe;
.Revolution. ~~",the.,retu~a;t ,'!f.;\ mot:€I~reJey.a.nt:G1thanthe Itberal'
bla-cks t'o' ',sJav,e·pY,.;.,.ttitrj !~.';view. '
restriction of'Women" 'to. ' tl1e ! 'c.ITEM:r".what "decline in
kit che'n~'a nd ' t he civil liberties?" The only
disenfranchisement of anyone sign of a decline I have noted
who earns less than $100,000 a is' t h a tit is now more
year. " difficult for felons to get off
Brian LaCorte's recent on technicalities - technicali-
~ article, "Reagan's Foul Brand ties which liberals have been
Of Justice" is a good (?) instrumental in establishing
example of thiS unhappy trend. 0 ve r. the dec ad e s as
It is my purpose to examine Mr. constitutional prerogatives.
,LaCorte's creed with a We conservatives believe that
fine-tooth comb and prove why some of those so-called "civil
his analysis is derectfve, liberties" will actually lead
ITEM: It is alleged that in .the long run to a decline in
President Reagan is "attempting the standard .of libel ly and
to use the justice system in J·ustice. '
his efforts to achieve
conservative social goals", ITEM: Mr. LaCorte claims
speci! ically br "packing" the ~~~t '~~ k1{~~~~~I;J~~llil
jUdiciary wIth . right-wing ,roundS of tnerecent""1'good
judges.' Since when is that " " On .such a heinous crime, Brian? aith ,exceptIon:;~o ce agam,
If memory serves, liberal I say that constitutional law
Presidents have been using 'is constantly changing. An
the ~'udiciary for decades to important point Which Mr.
. 1 LaCorte neglects to make is
furt er their own SOCIa that this precedent (which may
agendas. This writer or may not be bad) can be
remembers, in particular, modified or overturned by the
President Roosevelt's attempts Supreme Court at a later date
to coerce the Supreme Court (a course which the Court .is
into rUbberstamping the New e'ven no w considering In
Deal. This is no time for the case of abortion). In any
hypocrisy-if it's wrong now, it 'event, as any first-year Crim.
was also 'Yron~ then. Law student can tell you, the
Of course, most of "good faith" exception is far
Reagan's judicial appointments from the only factor that a
have been conservatives, just ' co u r t mu s t t a k e into
as m0 s t 0 f Car t e r ' s consideration., Methinks
appointments were liberals. Briall doth protest too much.
Why shouldn't a President have ,'lTEMi.",Mr. LaCorte takes
a fair chance to appoint those what' is , in ~esseiice a statement
persons whose legal, social and of opinion' by Mr. Meese ab(out
po Ii tical philosophies he the Miranda dec is ion an
agrees with to the federal opinion,. IncIdentally, share.~
bench? ~parently, however,. by many people) and turns 1
the Senate s Democrats don't into an accusation that Meese
think so, as we have, seeh is ,plotting to overturn the
in the last few weeks. I must ',Constitution. Aside from the
say, in short, ,that lhisfact that it would probably be
"argument" is one of the quite difficult to. eve.r
weakest and most sophistic I overturn Miranda, I f.md 1t
have ever had the misfortune to both amusing ana OffenSIveM
read. that liberals such as r.
ITEM: Throughou t the L .{
artic,le, Mr. LaCorte persists GO TO P. 7 CO •
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Devil's Advocate
'The ~;dnight Cram of Joe
y Michael Goldsmith
\
Listen, my children and you
shall hear
f the midnight cram of .Joe
n~~e~id- December, ~nei;ht~
five,,'"
'nly the cut .. throats, ~wiU/
urvive .~":::"", .
e manic onslaught now that
finals near. "
,e s.a~dto his friend, .~'It's my
mtUltIOn, ':,,"
is caffei~~'s got: 'me higher
thanour tU1t10n! ; . ""'iI' <,', '
I'm going to work, andr.reram- ..
these whole nights :through':' s-,
In an all-out attemptvtormake'
aw review." , ',<>', ", •
aid Joe, "It's not" that I am .
eing a snob, ,,' . ':. "
t without law review,'1 won't
et a job. '"";"pl l.bnOJ;:-'~'~~?~J!j~)
Gilberts for tWts;a:Emdl'lOelso\.;:r.
or K's ,\,'1"'[\'
I wonderwhats;'s'tart:iJlgfiat
vington pays?" , ,.'. :
d with thoughts like these
oe studied for days. '
W~ldeyed and weary, without a
__cha?ge, of.c:clothes{':"
~"~~ds:;lJ-ile~rW~_~~eday with a,
Joe outlined· and briefed all
around the clock
hi
S~hiS grades· would.. separate
m from the flock
A smile of success spread' on
Joe's parched lips
Now was the eve of finals· he
c~uld call it -qutts '
Wlthac' yo ice hoarse and
~~fatchlY' Joe di~ shout,
ve. . earned '1t, all, beyond
reasonable, doubt!".
After. that cry of triumph, then
Joe passed out.
The "'moral ,of',this story is
don'.~'sta.y up late '. ,;' "
Or YQu'if'iind"~our~elf"~tuck
~~e~~~fJ:~:r~~cf~9aJ: :'in;what' ~e
all most fear
The alarm clock failed to wake
up Joe sincere!
Sincere
beY Greg Galb~rio
Sung to the tune ot nBorn in
the USAn)
(With Apologies To Bruce)
Sittin' down in my Admin
class, •
Listenin' to Some student kiss
the teacher's ass
Eyes start growin' heavy at a
quarter to three
All Socratic lectures sound the
same to me!
I was bored at the NLC
Bored at the NLC
Bored at the NLC
I'm a third year student at the
NLC
Went upstairs to the CDO
Not a single offer, now what do
you know
I said, "He~, Dean Jenkins,
whaddya say?
He said, "Son, it's your
resume!"
I was bored at the NLC
Bored at the NLC
I was scorned at, the NLC
I'm a third year student at the
NLC.
4acp,bs!'~it~:dd~;ti1~'~1~ ~:~~:,:J_; _ I" "!
""''''':'"'156'1 iH¢~afOdds and Ends
Speaking of the Democratic
Party, rumors abound that
Senator Edward M. Kennedy
(D-Mass') is once again
positioning himself to run for
the Presidency. While* * certainly Kennedy's ideas on
, 'social issues are to be
. Several eyebrows were applauded, a Kennedy led ticket
alsed in the, November 5th iIi 1988. 1992, or whenever,
hneral election in Virginia by would be disasterous for
.e
d
Democratic sweep of state Democrats. The Massachusetts
1 e offices. What was Senator has one major flaw that
ressive about the sweep was the, American people will never
tat L. Douglas Wilder, a black for get - - Ken ned y has
ate senator form Richmond, consistently shown an inability
" to act responsibly under
as elected lieute-nanf pressure. He will never' be
overnor, and Mary Sue Terry! elected to, the Oval Office, and
ne of only a hand ful if he leads the ,ticket 'in 1988,
f women in Virginia's legis la- 'the Democrats will lose their
,ure, was elected attorney fifth presidential election out
neral. Gerald L. Haliles was of the last six. '
leeted governor. Wilder will * ' *
the first black lieutenant' * *' * *
vernor in the South;'l'liiM' ':"""A'rematch looks to be in
r~y was the first;.;female:·H;'the"bffin~ for the ~overnorship'
minet; of a major party for', ':' of 'IllinOIS. 'AdlaI, Stevenson
.at~w1de office in modern':"; :III"has announced he will seek
rgrnia history. ' the Democratic nomination in
by Robert D. Jacobs
This item is a follow up
to the topic covered in the
ovember 11, 1985 Jacobs'
La~der column--affirmative
etlon. Syndicated columnist
Obert Novak who is' a regular
~ the weekly television talk0v.: The McLaughlin Group, had
~ Interesting prediction to
Ose the November 15th
rogram. _He stated that
n executive ord~r halting all
ederal affirmative'; action
rog~amshas been pfeparedfor
reSIdent Reagan's:' signature'
nd Reagan is expected to sigh
t shortly after his return
r.~mlGeneva. ,Hope'fully, Novak
I prove to be a poor
rognostica tor. '
* * *, *
Many see the Democratic
'victory as a major triumph for
Governor Charles S. Robb, who
campaigned heavily for the
trio. It has been said that
Robb showed national powers
,that Democrats can win in the
South with a balanced approach.
One other thing is certain--the
segregationist wing of the
Republican Party in Virginia
,was dealt a severe blow, and
it's likely that heads will
roll in the party.
'.;--
* * * * **
. ' ..._.~ ..
1986. He will likely take the
primary and face off against
the incumbent Republican James
R. Thompson. The last time
these two squared off in ,1982,
Thompson won by a scant few
thousand votes. Experts feel
Thompson will win easily this
time.
* * * * **
*
West Virginia Governor
Arch A. Moore, Jr., is
currently faced with the
problem of flood recovery
efforts in eastern West
Virginia counties. The
Char les ton (WV) ,GazeTT.e
reported that, at a November
18th news conference in
Charleston, Moore, a
Republican, had some less than
favorable things to say about
,his predecessor in the
governor's mansion, now Senator
John D. Rockeller, IV (IrWV).
Responding to a statement
by Rockefeller that calling a
special session of the West
Virginia legislature would be
the solution for speeding flood
recovery efforts, Moore
said, "Here I am wrestling not
only with a disaster which has
befallen us~ which is an act of
God, but I've been wrestling
with a man-made disaster
crea ted over the last eight
years of this state that has
left us totally in a position
to not effectively meet the
needs of this... I don't need
any lessons from the individual
tha t gave us the biggest
disaster we've ever had in West
Virginia. "
*
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ADMIRE FROM P. 6
LaCorte get hysterical anytime
a conservative like Meese has
th~ courage ~o speak his mind.
:rlus, I submit, 1S unjust. .. •
indeed undemocratic.
ITEM: Another opinion of
Mr. Meese which Mr. Lacorte
bashes is his desire to see the
Legal Services Corporation done
away with. Stipulated that the
Constitution grants the right
to counsel to all, there surely
mu~t. be- other and more
eff1clent ways to provide legal
services to the needy than to-
perpetuate yet another
~
vernment bureaucracy.
arently Mr. LaCorte is one
o those who think government
waste only exists in the
Pentagon. One final note:
Mr. LaCorte seems to believe
tha t if the poor are not
provided with free lawyers (and
free everything else) by Uncle
Sam, they will sink into the
d~pths of alienation and crime.
His analysis is socialism, pure
and simple, and socialism has
never been a relevant method of
economic analysis in a
capitalist country like the
United States.
Well, there you have it.
It is my opinion that Mr.
LaCorte's exercise is among the
most fallacious articles of
so-called "opinion" that 1have
,eve~ read. ,He. is ,appa~eritly
very upset that his ideological
soulmates don't have a lOCKon
the process of judicial
appointments any longer.
COnsidering the history of the
past five decades, I cannot
myse If find much reason to
mourn.
I· concur 'with 'my brother
ADMIRE. The best kind of
government is the government
closest to the people •
. Congress has disregarded the
Tenth Amendment for too long. '
Ronald Reagan is to be
commended for halting, if not
reversing the trend started
by Franklin D. Roosevelt more
than fifty years ago. .
I'PSE DIXIT
* by Ken Brothers
, The less government
interference in the life of the
individual, the better off that
,individual is. The government
that strips its people of their
capacity to care for themselves
creates a weak and dependent
society. Motivation and
initiative evaporate. . Any
interference should, be as
temporary as is possible.
Handou ts (read "welfare")
should be eliminated and
replaced by "workfare."
Rememberthe saying, "Give
me a fish and I will be full
for a day, but teach me,how to
fish and I will be filled for
life"? I believe our
government should act act in
accordance with its message.
Enough soapboxing.
Nice analysis of LaCorte,
Joe.
THIS IS THE LAST ISSUE
OF THE ADVOCATE THIS
SEMESTER. THANK YOU FOR
YOUR LOYAL READERSHIP.
_______ BB!J:., .~
asked by the faculty to look at
.the idea oLtenuring one or two
clinical positions. Sirulnik
said he felt that the decision
to look at tenure for only
one or two slots was based on
economics, "not an analysis of
the acumen of the clinical
staff."
Sirulnik said he personal-
ly would like" to see either
tenure or long-term contract
positions for the enire
clinical faculty.
, Clinician Richard Boswell,
who has been, a spokesman for
the clinical faculty" said he
views reports coming out of the,
faculty retreat as "generally
favorable," but 'he dec Imed to
comment on the idea of creating
one or two tenure positions.
"I' want to avoid commenting
wh i 1e t his i sin i ts
formula t ive stages," said
Boswell. '
Boswell said he would have
,liKed to have gone on' the
retreat, not to join the
debate on the clinical faculty,
but, to discuss other issues.
. Boswell and other
clinicial instructors were
invited to' a faculty meeting
several weeks, ago to. discuss
their proposal for clinical·
tenure, but that has been the
limit of their participation in
faculty meetings. '
Schwartz, said she ":!is
pleased with the retrea~. . It
was a very posltlve
environment. The faculty took
it ve,.ry seriously. Everybody
had read their material. The
faculty was positive about the
school and seemed very
interested in being a collegial
faculty."
~our comrJ~Jaw book SfDrQ ..
..#-'-- f'-
~ /9/7 keY-E"'S'+. NOW _
.~ WASHINGTON
, .LAW BOOK CO.'
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cases. If a student's small
section happened to be in
contracts, he or she would get
writing assignments purely on
contract cases.
Dienes said implementation
of the proposals his subcommit-
tee is, working on would be
unlikely for next year "because
there are too many details to
be worked out, such as how to
allocate faculty members.
The subject of tenure for
clinical faculty reportedly
mace for some lively\discussion
at the retreat. The NLC's
eight clinical instructors are
trying to remedy what they view
as their "second class status"
at the NLC. They are trying ,to
convince the faculty to create
·tenure or tenure-track clinical
positions and to allow' the
clinicians to vote at faculty
meetings. .
Prof. Eric Sirulnik~
director of clinical programs,
said a "few windows of darkness
opened briefly"at the retreat,
and also said he was pleased
by the "positive attitude"
the faculty exhibited toward
the clinics and the clinical
staff. . " '.
"The issue was not whether
the clinics should receive an
,.increase in status, but what
~form that increase should
hake," said Sirulnik. ,","'.
, Sirulnik is one of the
members of a faculty committee
that will examine how to
structure the clinical staff in
terms of tenure, long-term
contracts and short-term
contracts. •
The committee has been
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NLC CLINICIAN NEW MAYO
Student's Dedication
. .
to .NLC-Diversity~
establishing a conservat
group in the law scho
Admire admitted he has
ambition to become a membe
The United States Congress.
When Admire does dis
his hearing difficulties,
unselfishly, centers on
effect it has on ot
students. Being deaf f
birth, Admire has a spe
impediment. In reference
tha t, Admire said, "It m
things difficult when I
asked questions in cI8.ss.
main fear I had when I c
. to, la w school was that stud
would not be able to underst
me, but, to, my knowledge,
,hasn't materialized."
Being deaf makes
impossible for Admire to t
effective notes in class.
result, Admire consentrates
an interpreter trained in
". .e-
by Anne McCOrmick ~, .
Stephen J. DelGiudice,
clinical law instructor and
Director of the Administrative
Advocacy and' the.Fede.ral and,
Appe lat e« Litigation; ;:Glinics·\;~t
the NLC is ;the:'rnew,rrnaygrl:)Qf
Takoma Park; MaryJand.;·,,!:."·;"
, Ina', campaign largely
unknown to,NLC students; until
his -v ic t or.yj".' Del· Giudice
defeated the ,incumbent~ •Sam
Abbot; .byseven votes ~on
November 18th. Since'then, Del
Giudice has sworn in the
STEVE DEL GUIDICE
Deaf
Adds
by Robert D. Jacobs
Diversity is one attribute
that the NLCstudent body does
not lack. Students come from
all parts of this country and
others, with various life
experiences. There is no
better example of the NLC's
diversified student body than
first year student. Joe Admire.
Like most NLC students,
Admire is unique in that he is
blessed with the determination
to achieve lof ty goals. But, ,
Admire is far more determined
than the average law student •.
This is because a greater
effort was required to overcome
a disability that Admire has
lived with since· birth--
deafness.
Yet, Admire does not view
h~s ~~aring problem as a
disablllty. He certainly does
not dwell on the subject
Rather! . the grac;luate of East
,Carollt:la Unlversity in
Greenvllle, NC, is more
90ncern~d with plans to stUdy
mter!1atlOnal law at the NLC.
Admlre said, "I plan to
practice law some where on the'
Southeastern seaboard, prefera- "
bly in. Washington,' D.C. I
wpuld hke to practice interna-
t!onal law, but 'at this point,
I m not a.bsolutelycertain."
. Admire studied political
SCIence at ECU and
acc:o:ding~l.' has a z~st for
J?OhtlCS. I have always been
mterested in politics," Admire
noted. He added, "I was in the
College Republicans at ECU and
I would like to take a st~b at
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. ,.
newcounctt, attended committe
meetings and given testimony
regarding a proposal to tl
P~G. County Delegation.
. De 1 Guidice is not
;,stranger to Takoma Par
-,politics. He has served tI
'"COjl1/llUTlity as a member
~.-v;~~rou.s.cq~mgtees incfudin
"Cltl?iens fpr a Referendum t
'."l1.hite . TakOma ,ParK, the Cit
';,~,ouh'c.~~r~'Traf'fic Committe
and the Takoma Park Nuele.
¥r.ee~one . Study. He is
graduate pfthe. Antioch, Scho
of Law. '
..•.. .As.. mayor', Del Giudie
:,'finqs 'lUe, '.,"Busy. Ver
.:~u,S~;:'i~:.J!is "~arly mo~nings ar
;,SP~n.t~il.a,t,,~Mi~.,,p layor s off ie
He w~rk;sJ..;!9nj:;!ty business f
di'1,ho.ur. c;o.r.:,~wo,:and then Com
~.to: ~schQol.to .t.each, .
. . . Aftef"d,. full working da
Del.:Giudic,e'returns to tn
,maYo.r'~:-off ice for his evenin
;.ftf{.e'!Jpa: .~~~ed if he W'
j :"dJ.§~~A )~~~1l~massive ti
lp~M1~dl}~S'00Yt ~.wlpectwr9tle,
"J.J,l u,. 1,y~:.:\r ep , 1e, No,
, expected' it .. 'I .ant ic ipate th
it will keep me busy for
while. There is a lot of wor
to be done in tne transiti
from the past mayor. But, '
time goes by it should lev
off." Until that, happens "ANe
D~y . fqr Takoma Park" (D
GiUdiCes campaIgn slogan) m'
mean many long days for Ste
Del Giudice.
language tha i is present
each of his classes.
students in each cl
volunteer to. prt;lvide n
for. Admire, also.
Admire chose the NLC
the basis of three factors:
the .school's acade
reputation; 2) for car,
plans, its location in Wash
ton D.C.; and 3) its near
to his home in Fairfax Cou
Virginia.
Diversity truly is
attractive characteristic
any school to posse
Students with the dlaracter
determination of Joe Admire
to that diversity, and set
standards for the rest of U
live by. It is such a va
background as that possesse
Joe Admire that allows the
to live up to its name as
National Law Center •
Library Makes
Noisy Announemenf
You have, no doubt heard,
the .sta.rt1mg norses thai occur
perIodIcally around the law
library. The first thought
that comes to mind is that a
national emergency is underway.
But be of. good cheer, it is not
that serIous.. It is simply
someone opening a door marked
"Emergency Exit Only, Door
Alarmed". /
This person may think that
he or she IS engaged only in an
act of minor -civil
disobedience, but this act has
gr~ate~ consequences than the
norse It creates. Eventually
we all shall become immune t~
the sound of the alarm. '
The safety and security of
~ou and ¥our belongings is put
In q~estIOn when anyone may
walk m or out of these alarmed
doors and no one takes any,
notice of the event.'. We must
ask you to change the travel
{>atterns you have established
In the past and learn to use
the proper passages.
There are now only two
entrances to the la w library
Within the. library, there ar~
two elevators and three stairs
f?r access to all floors of the
hbrary. To reach the floors
beyond the library, there are
~wo elevators and three stairs
In Lerner and Stockton Halls
and one staircase on the Quad
side of Burns. .Remember, this
system was destgned : for your
safty and not to harass those
whowish to use the law library.
By Robert D. Jacobs
Adjustments in credit
hours for selected courses was
the central theme of the
November 15 faculty meeting.
In another curriculum
adjustment, the faculty
~pproved. a new course entitled
Regulat ion of Communications
CommonCarriers." The meeting
also resulted in a lengthy
debate as to the appropriate
language to be used in a
faculty recommendat ion-of NLC'
, courses, . to, be-. published in
next year's catalogue. ' ,
. Of the three proposals for
Increasing class credit. hours,
the proposal which sparked the
least _ discussion was the
proposal to increase the credit
h?urs in Professional Responsi-
bIlity and Ethics (Law' 222)
from one hour to two hours.
Dean John S. 'Jenkins, speaking
~n .f~vor of the increase, /
Just ir ied the request by noting
that the importance of the
sUbject matter itself demands
~ore than the one credit hour,
It currently receives, and that
one credit hour does not permit
the coverage of material that
needs to be covered. The
faculty unanimously approved
the increase, which is to take
ef f ect during, the 1986-87
academic period. .
The proposal .to ~.increase
,the credit hours in Land
Development Law (Law 408)' from
three to four hours'rinvolved
,~lighl ty more discussion, but
It' ,also eas i ly'passed the
faculty vote. Prof.' Jim Brown
was, the main advocate '·of the
change, noting that the .course,
"Ie to its structyre,required
.ldents to put in more time
Moot Court
Winners Advance
N . Two teams from the •
t~lO~al.Laf~ Center advanced to
. mr- mal rounds of the
36~h~antic re~ionals for the
nual Natfonal Moot Court
Comp~tItIOn which was held in
~ashmgton D.C. on November 20
2~. . The "blue" team
consl~tlng of James Sims L '
Fpstem and Chr' R' ,ee
and th~ "buff" .t IS lchat:ds~n,f W earn, conslStmg
o a~e Y~shigai, Dan Sommers
and MIke Fmk, were two of the
elg~t. teams selected to
partICIpate in the semi-final
rounds out of a field of 18
teams representing 15 law
schools.
. The Jessup Competition
WhIChheld its oral argument~
on November 16, was won by
Bruce Rosenberg, Andrea Walker
Jeff Chasen, Eric Bloom and
Josh GoIumb, These' five
students .will represent NLC at
the .Na t Iorra l competition in
February.
, The final round of the Van
Vleck Competition, which will
beheld .on February 22, 1986 at
4:pO pm m the Moot Court Room,
WIll see, the teams of Steve
Becker and BobMUilenberg argue
agatnst the team of Jim Edmonds
and Jesse Dillon. Tentatively
the Honorable Harry T. Edward~
and the Honorable Kenneth
Starr, both of the U.S. Court
of Appeals" D.C.- Circuit, and
the Honorable Penfield Jackson
U.S•. District -Court for thr:
Dfst r ic t of Columbia, will
serve as judges _for the final
round.
,M'7
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THE PROFESSIONAL
TYlIlNG and WORD PROCESSING
CENTER
legal typing
resumes-cover letters-theses-'
dissertations-term papers
STUDENT DISCOUNTS
RUSH JOBS A SPECIALTY
On Campus: 2025 I sc, N.W.
Suite 106
887-0771
Hours 8 am - 7pm
'Sat 10 am - 5 pm
and 'NLC Catalogue
Kay ton also said that the
present two hour format was
sufficient for him to cover the
course material. Notwithstand-
ing these concerns, the motion
to increase the Federal
Jurisdiction credit hours from
two to three hours carried, and
will go into effect during the
1986-87 academic year.
A two paragraph faculty
recommenda tion to be inserted
in the NLCcatalogue generated
the most lengthy discussion of
the afternoon. The paragraphs
summarized findings of a
f acuIty survey of preferred
core electives and were
drafted to partiaIiy remedy the
lack of counseling as to what
electives to take, according to
Prof. Roger Schechter,
architect of the paragraphs
in their orig inal form. The
recommendatIOn is broken down
into "strongly. recommnded"
courses and "recommended"
courses.
Concerns were initially
expressed for the commercial
la w s la n t of the second
paragraph. Following some
dtscussicn, Trangsrud's motion
to amend tne recommendation, by
strikin~ the last sentence in
the fust pargraph and the
phrase "or all" as it· appeared
in the first '. sentence of the
second paragraph, was approved
by the facuIty.
The faculty then proceeded
to vote on each paragraph
separately. The first
paragraph passed with minimal
opposition, but the faculty
felt the second paragraph still
needed refining. Prof. David
J. Sharpe expressed concern
with the use of "well-rounded"
in the second paragraph, and
other faculty members aired
concurrence with this concern.
Prof. Ralph Nashs_u_g_g_e_s_te_d_th_a_t .. II!IIIlI .. _I1i.•...·di
such recommendations should not
be included in the catalogue at
all unless they generated
substantial faculty support.
After a motion to recommit
failed, the second paragraph,
as amended, was approved.
The recommendation, as
amended and approved by the
faculty, reads as follows:
"While the curriculum after the
first year is largely elective,
the Faculty believes that
exposure to certain course work
is important. Consequently,
the Faculty strongly recommends
that all students take the
course in Administrative Law
(Law 342), Corporations (Law
327), Taxation--Federal Income
(La w 420), and Trusts and
Estates (Law 390).
In addition, the Faculty
believes that a generalist J.D.
program would normally include
most of the following courses
and recommends that students
take most of them prior to
I' graduation: Conflict of Laws
l Law 440), Federal Antitrust
, Law (Law 452), Labor Law (Law
338); and one or more of these
courses: Commercial Paper ,
Check Collection, and Banking
(La w 372), Credi tors' and
Debtors' Rights (Law 378), and
Sales and Sales Financing- (Law
370)." '
• i·
I,
'Changes in Courses
than conventional courses.
Dean Ha ro ld Green,
indicating that he was not
taking a position for or
against .t h Ls particular
p r op 0 sal, n eve r the 1e s s
cautioned about the precedent
that a change in credit hours,
based primarily on student
comments as to workload,could
set. Despite this advice, the
motion to change the credit
hours carried. This change
will also go into effect during
1986-87.
, The third proposal before
the faculty was to increase the
credit hours of Federal
Jurisdiction (Law 300) from two
to three hours. Prof. Roger
Trangsrud had made the request
to the Curriculum Committee to
recommend to the faculty that
such an increase was necessary.
Trangsrud, of course, was the
proposal's chief proponent
during the faculty meeting.
Other strong supporters of the
proposal .were Prof. C. Thomas
Dienes and Prof. Robert Park.
Principal reasons cited by
Trangsrud for requesting the
increase w.ere the volume and
complexity of legal doctrines
that must be addressed in
'Federal Jurisdiction, and a
review of course catalogues at
ten other law schools which
showed none of these schools
giving the' course less than
three bourse .
, The most vocal opponent of
'the' proposal was Prof. Irving
Kayton. Kayton's main concern
was with approving an increase
in .credi t hours for Federal
, ~'Jurisdiction, withoutCQnsider-
ing changes to Civil Procedure
an d . Con s tit uti on alL a w
concurrently. His motion to
recommit the proposal to
consider a concurrent change to
Civil Procedure was defeated •
Themeeting concluded with
a proposal for a new course
entitled "Regulation of
Commun i cat ions Common ..
Carriers." The proposal easily
carried. Two credit hours will
be given for the course, which
will be offered in the spring.
; I
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[Editor's note: .The following
article appeared in fhe
November 4, 1985 issue of The
National Law Journal] --
,Women lawyers have the
highest level of sexual
interest among 10 professions
ranked in a recent national
survey called "Sex and Success"
that appears in the the .October
issue of Savvy magazme. A
press release on the story
lists women in the following 10
professions (in order) as
having the most interest
in sex: Law, advertising,
broadcast media, sales and
marketing, publicity,
journalism1 financial' services,pe r r o r m t n g arts, fitness
Instruction and nursing.
. The ongoing study by a New
York Cit¥ psychologist, Srully
Blotnik, Included 67 attorneys
among the 1,128 responses from
executive, professional and
entrepreneurial women! ranging
from 25 to 45 years 0 d with a
median annual income of
$39,000. Women law¥,ers have
been moving up steadt ly in the
ranking of level of sexual
interest -- from 14th place in
1965, and number' 11 in 1975.
The latest survey also
shows that, while most women 20
years ago wanted to marry such
professionals as attorneys,
doctors or dentists, today the
leading candidate for the altar
is the entrepreneur, now the
first choice of 48 percent of
executive women.
OFFICE DOCTOR.
INC.
1000 Connecticut
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,Suite 1200
Washington, D.C.
20036
(202) 223-9439
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'DEATH WISH 'III': An ACLU Nightmare on Film,
If you are dissatisfied"
with the presen t system of
criminal- justice in this
'country,you are not alone.
While some of us prefer a more
passive mode of change, either
a widening or narrowing of
rights though the j ud Ic La l
process, others are impatient,
and so seek other soluttons..
Such is the case of Mr. Paul
Kersey, whose never-ending
battle against the criminal
elemen t con tinues in the
recently released Golden Globus
product ion. of Death Wish III, a
movie that no law student
frustrated by the ominous,
threat of exams should miss.
Death Wish III is a must
for the Criminal Law study
group that seeks a
comprehensive review of all
possible procedural viola tions
in a ninety minute period.
First, our hero, Mr. Kersey
(played by Charles Bronson), is
arrested for a crime which he -
has not committed. When taken
to a police in terroJfation
room, he is "roughed up by a
select group of New York City's
finest. Trying to coerce a
confession out of him (a
serious violation of his
Miranda rights), a few officers
tempt his thirst with a glass
of water, informing him that he
may not sip from the glass
until he talks,", As you might
imagine, this is simply not
enough pressure to crack the
man who, ten years prior,
stalked the subways at night says "yes," but the friends
flashing wads of money in the the Giggler, civil libertari
faces of the filthiest of the as they. areh take exce()tioncity's hoodlums. such a met od of pumshm
Bronson is eventually The war ra~es on.
released by a police lieutenant ',The cl imax of the movi
who is more effective at reminiscent of the city
exterminating 3paches than, Philadell?hia's recent hand
cr Imtna ls ,.". __.{Iel"js,"r.co: rtl~." of the MOVE" incident.
deputized by the lieutant, ,screen becomes ablaze
and then fi it s the s t.... e ts b u l Le t.s , bombs, molo
with instructions, to cleo up co c k t ai 1S, :8 n d the
the precinct. With, the he of onslaught of crazed g
s eve I' aim a i lor _ I' warriors. And yes, Cha
distributors, Paul KersbY finally zets to use the ro
becomes the most well-armed launcher1 When all is said
private citizen in the coun~ry, done, my estimate is tha
sporting a pistol that f Ires least seventy-five, to ni
big gamecartriges, a,WWII army, are dead, countless others
surplus machine gun, and a wounded,and the movie-goe
rocket launcher. Kersey also pur sui t, .0 f vi 0 len c e
I>ets the a ward f or most thoroughly satisfied.
Innovative weapons craftsman Mind you, Death Wish
from household items. Among . is not a movie to be t
his creations areva bed of 'seriously; it is nothing s
nails designed to debilitate of ridiculous. ' But, one
unwanted windowentrancesanda enters the theatre with a
mousetrap-like device' that /pre-:f.inal. ~rustrations and
slaps intruders silly" and a()proach~f "an avid A-
sometimes extracts teeth.' vIewer,<wHI'<feel that. hi
Midway through the movie, . her-money has' been well sp
Bronson leaves his aJ?artment in
the dead of night WIth a Nikon
camera hooked over his shoulder
a s bait. When the
n et g h b o rn oo d ' s s.w I r t e s t
criminal, "the Gi~gler,"
bites at Bronson's lme and
tries to make a run for it, he
winds up as one. of the prize
trophies from the Bronson
safari. The question for you'
first years is: "Is this a
reasonable use of. force in
defense of property?" Kersey
by Lynette PerIman
Are' you sharing' an
apartment to beat the high cost
of Washington 'living? Is the
gas bill in your name? Is the
electric bill? What about the
frhone bill? If you answered
'yes" to any of these
questions, you may end up
paying for telephone calls to
Pine Apple, Alabama, even if
you' are from Great Neck, New
York and have never heard
of Alabama!
To avoid getting stuck
paym~ - all these bills when
se r v i c e is discontinued,
utility customers in the
- District of Columbia need to
protect themselves. The
rights and responsibilities of
the consumers of C & P
Telephone, PEPCOand Washington
Gas vary. If you wish to nave
your telephone service
discontinued, ,you should call
'the C & P Telephone business
office and speak with a
customer service
representative. You may reach
the representative between 9:00
. A.M. and 4:30 P.M., by calling
346-1 plus the first three
digits of your telephone
number.
. When you give the service
representative the date on
which you would like ,your
service to be stopped, you will
be given a disconnection date.
However, do not hang up! If
. ~ou do, the call that your
soon-to-be-ex-roommate" makes
to Pine Apple may be your
liability. ", '0
Ins tea d ,as k the
representative for it ~ervice
Order Number and write it down
somewhere. It is. also a good
idea to ask the rep. for his or
her name. Then, if for some
reason the service is not
discon tintied'on the'" d-at?e
that you requested,' YO\l will
not be liable for calls made
after that date, Only if you
have a Service Order Number,
however, do you have proof that
you requested disconnection.
Potomic Electric. Power
Company (PEPCO) is, your _
electric company if you live in
the District of Columbia. To
stop service if you are moving,
call 833-7500 bet ween 8:30 A.M.
and 6:00 P.M. on <no rma I
'business days and a
representative will assist you.
Spanish speaking customers may
call 872-4641.
C"iGCJ. ~)~ -::.~r;jJ
.~.-, ; ~E; ~..- i 1J :; : i ,% n j
You must inform}>EPCOat
least ,three'; bl.r~;'in'eS5:'dilys
before you p'lan'tostop
service. This will: enable
the company to schedule field
meter readings to prepare your
tina 1 bill. If the required
notice is not received, you may-
be held responsible for all
,electricity consumed at the
serv ice address until three
days after ,notifying the
company.
PEPCO will not issue a
,
. . Contrary to what you
think, exercise decreases
appetite. Physiologic
exercise increases the b
metabolism, which in
decreases appetite.
overeating is a problem, 1
minutes of exercise be
meals may save you unwa
calories.
H'" E,~L~P~;,r,
aru~orlri~lft1BW·hfit~ef':).ftr e
the company 'recommends ;
customer~ call to c0!1 ~
disconnectIons. If servi
not terminated on the
requested, a customer ma
re lieved of liabi Ii ty
charges after tnat date if
have verification that the
moved as of that date.
Natural gas servic
provided by hashington Gas
have gas service diconne
Washington Gas must be info
two business days in adv:
Customer serv
representatives may be rea
at 750-10UO, Monday t~
Fr-iday ,.between 7:00
iirid 6:0(j/'P~M~j s • ,1
~'~i)'AS'~ac6e~s'~to the met
n~c~ssarY.'HI£or a termina
adv~n'be, rl6fi'be "of 48 hou
imper~~lve. Other
Washington'Gas holds the
cus,tomer,'responsible for
sqnsYfll.ed,'YI?, ~o tne time
m~t~H".,ISr~ad:,
! '"". ~W~s~in'gtoti Gas does
have Chscolulection number
is )Jpto' the ,customer to v
the disconnection. A
bill is usually issued with
two-days ofterrninatio
service. Do not assume
ser'vices',have'been termin
l.l1.lP~·,·YR-u,,;r~Geive this
s,luqe you'will be'
t,esponsible'for'gas consum
. ,to,:the 'tiiiie 'the servic
actually terminated.
, 'Thus, although
uti Iity service has diffe
procedures for termina
service, in each case it i
to the customer to k
accura te records and v
their request for termina
If you have a problem with
P Telephone Co., PEPCO
t'Vashington Gas, you can
the Consumer HELP Media
Clinic at 775-8567.
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Legal Activism Lives at the NLC
by Elizabeth Irtfregor
What do lottery
advertising, abused wives, a
course on landlord-tenant Iaw,
and the hard of hearing have in
common? They are all project
tOPICS. th~ t . PrQt ,; B~n~h,a,f's
Legal Ac t Iv Ism !students ar~
vtI()r~ingon tbi~ selJ1e~ter•. The
~lass~'also' 'r~l:efh~!dJtif'fis5'''S'ue
The Bastards;" allows '.small
groups of students an
oP P,0 r t u ni t Y , t h r 0 ugh
l e g Ls l a t iv e and judicial
action, to put to use wnat is
learned in conventional course
casebooks. In f act, previous
Legal Activism students
actually litigated cases
which can be read in many
standard texts on
con s tit uti 0 n a 1 an d
administrative law.
One of the four issues
focused on this semester is the
possibly deceptive advertising
practices of state., .Iotter'Ies,
Andrew Siegel,Karl;;~~\\jl~,S,' anc;l
Bet:tnett Heart laJ;~(i~9SK,I.ngon
\hlS pr oj e c t , ·ln~hef;:i~l,1q~Il,·t
group c l a ims that' lottery
ads typically overstate the
odds of winning.: Additio~ally,
tne adver ttsements do 'not state
the true value of'theprizes.
For exainple,'}i9'.~d
may promise a '.ten, mrHton
dollar prize. ',' How~ver, in
reality, the lucky'· winner will
not receive the money in a lump
sum) but only. an amount that
will add up to ten million
dollars over a number of years.
The present value of the money
under this system is 'much less
than a .Iump sum. p~ize. An ad
for a lottery may"state,
"annuity value ,of' ten 'million
dollars," but few people
understand the meanIng . of
this term, and it may be very
'nclear to even those who do
jerstand.
·Tne state lottery
f ieials, by engaging in these
2 c e p t i ve a d v e r t i,s in g
'uctices, do not even 'comply
ith the same regulations. that
,usinesses must meet in
ldvertising contests or prizes,
according to the student group.
To deal with the problem, the
three members of the group are
preparing to file complaints
with the Federal Trade
Commission and state agencies
that govern advertising.
. ... Another group is working
~on, the problem of battered
""women-ill"Washington D.C. Under
"the extst mg Family Protective
Act, women facing a battering
spouse can get a Civil
Protection Order (CPO) to make
the spouse stay away.
Unfortunately, the police do
not have the power to arrest
anyone violating a CPO.
Furthermore, when responding to
a call the police are often not
even aware that a CPO has
been issued. Frequently, the
police do not even make an
arrest, since they feel that it
is more than likely that the
wife will not press charges
anyway. A number of studies
d i spu t e this assumption,
a cc 0 r din g to Ban z ha f ' s
students. This group would
like to persuade the police to
institute an. arrest policy in
these cases whereby the police
mus t make a presumption of
arrest, increase responses, and
keep better records of such
r e spon.s e s • The' g r 0 up,
consi$Hngcof .'Sharon Papp,
Robih:Haffner, and Mary
DeBarr'~ -a r e working with
she lters,. the police, and
organizations ..such as the
Women's Legal Defense Fund, in
an effort to increase police
responsiveness while protecting
the rights of the women.
The third Legal Activism
group, consisting of Ira
Baseman,Jeffery Haas, and John
Jarnnbeck, are, working on an
e'x:per'im'iln,~~J ','fl1ey hav e
de vel 0p ed 'a 'course In
Landlord-Tenant Law which they
will teach through Learn~ng
Works, an adult educatIOn
program in the D.C. area.
Banzhaf suggests that thIS
project, if it works. well,
could be continued beyond
this semester, giving law
students an opportunity to
sharpen their skills, as well
as educate people of their
rights under the law.
Possible topics for next
semester include women's
rights, auto ownership rights,
and credit card rights. This
program has the bonus of
possibly' bringing in a little
revenue for the NLC. The
members of this group are eager
to let everyone know how
valuable and informative the
course will be. It will meet
on Wednesday, November 20, and
registration information is
available at 657-4488.
The final group", Students
Opposed to Unla wIul Noise
Depravation, or SOUND, is
working on seeing that
personalized earphone-type
amplif ica tion systems are
installed in federally funded
theaters and auditoriums. The
system would enable hard of
hearing people to hear and
enjoy the audio portion of
cultural programs. An infrared
or F.M. sound system would cost
about $3,500 to install in a
350 seat theater.
The group plans
on filing a petition with the
National Endowment For TheArts
Claiming that the agency is
bound by its own regulatfons as
well as rederal law to require
all theaters receiving NEA
mon~y to if?staU the equipment
or rtsk losmg federal funding'
The complaint will be filedi~
the nam~ of Self Help for Hard
of Hearmg People lSHHH). an
national organization of 40,000
members headquartered .in
Bethesda under the direction of
Rocky Stone. The members of
SlJUND are Marlon Bates
Mic!lael Goldsmith, and Mik~
Krertzer,
The comments or these
studelj\ts on their work ranged
from our project is going verv
well" to "it's frustrating.'YI
All of them, however expressed
a great deal of enthusiasm and
genume concern for the issues
they are workin~ on. They all
recommeded takIng the course
po i,n,tin g 0 u t that legal
actrvtsm can be applied to any
Issue" not just a "liberal
cause . as many would assume.
According to Robin Haffner, "If
you really want to learn how
the law works, take this course."
A professional word processing company, staffed by former legal secretaries
familiar with proper citation and legal formats. Open 24 hours a day, every
day, offering a full range of services; inclUding:
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• Term papers • Phone-in dictation
ACCURATELY YOURS
Professionals in the Art of Word Processing
• Mass mailings
• 24·hour turnaround r
1Il4 P Street,NW J
Washington,DC20005
202-797-3636~---
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Videos and more
. The Media Center will be
expandin~ its "Video. Showings
at Noon' series for the spring
semester. The ever popular
Evidence series. featuring
Irving Younger will be
broadcast to a Lerner classroom
one day" a week. There are
f i f te en . hours of " I r v "
altogether, so plan your lunch
hours f or the next semester
now.
The Center will also
present abroad range of
quasi-legal' and non-legal·
topics in the spr Ing , For
example, the PBS serlesI "TheCo ns t i tution: A De icate
Balance" will be shown to
com me mor ate t he 2 00 t h
anniversary of the drafting of
the constitution. Specific
information about the show
dates and rooms will be
available in January. See you
then!.....................................
A New Class
Associate Dean Green has
announced that a new two credit
hour course, Regulation of
Communications CommonCarriers,
will. be .offered in the comming
spring semester. The . course
win meet from· 5:50p.m. to
7:40 p.rn. on Friday evenings.
It is proposed that the
course be taught by Mr. Howard
J.~ Symons who, in his cafacity
as senior counsel 0 the
Subcommittees on Telecommunica-
tions, Consumer Protection, and,
Finance, of the House
Commission on Energy and
Commerse, played a major role .
in. the drafting of several
major communications bills
considered during the 97th and
98th Congresses.
, Mr. Symons lef this
pos it ion with the House
Telecommunications Subcommittee
ear Her this' year in order to
join the Washington office
of ,Mintz, Levin, Cohn, Ferris,
Glovskyand,Popeo, P.C•
.. .. .. .... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..
CLASSIFIED
1YPOO BY IJD\L SIIlrEmRY: IIlYe
~ typ~ tiiie bY a prolessimal,
quickly and accurately, m an
lIM- III. I'm located three blocks
fran cmpu.s. '. Call 780-1688,
248-4360, or 96(H)851.
$60.00 PER HlNIlID PAID for
'ramil~ letters fran 1m2! Senl
self-~essed,. s~ ~emelqle
for Infonna.tlon/ap~atiOll.
=~ates, Ibx: 95-B, lIe, .W
HB CJJIT fM:KJID WJmHP <D1HD! ,~
Ieam pemRe1t cpit skills in a
supportive environmnt. Plus,
advice OIl ~ight control and
exercise as a substi tute for
~. 'Ihe ~n, spnsored by
the ai ~llness IenJrce Onter arxl
the Arericm Qn::er Society, will
be held Tuesday, Nov. 26.
Qxwenient tinEs schedJled for
llRil IDJr 12-1 1M in Illildir¥!
K-lOS, axl' 5-6 ,1M in the 9ni tIi
Center, Roan 107. Call to
pre-register today! The Yell
center li>tline is 676-6927.
Tennis Results" score of 6-4 and Jacobs'squeaked out the second setI7-6. When the third and fina
set of this match will be
played has 'not yet' been
determined. .
In men's doubles, the team
of Bob Haas and Bob Jacobs are
set in the finals, and they are
to play the WInners of the
match between the team of Mark
Sampsonl Keith Sampson and the
team of Mark Plumer/Eric Settle •.
Physiologically, we requ
only about 1/10tn of a teasp
and .the Reccomended Diet
Allowance is about 3-8 gr'
about .5 to l.!? grams per d
Remember, a ntgfi salt diet i
precursor to high bI
pressure. Here are some
o~ how to reduce salt in y
dIet: .
. 1) Never add salt bef
tasting the food you are ab
to eat. ' .
2) When cooking, cut
salt in. the recipe by ab
half •
. 3) Substitute herbs
spices for salt.
4) Read the labels on
food you buy. Check its Sod'
content.
, Mary Beth Maloney won a
hard fought match over
Plermchit Chulareck to .take top
honors in The First Annual
Advocate Fall Tennis Classic.
Maloney copped the women's
singles crown with a. 6-3,3-6,
6-3 score in the finals.
In the mixed doubles
championship, the team of Liz
Arky and Lee Olesky defea:ted
Chulareck and Bovonsak
Tavipatana, 6-0, 6-1.
. Two events have not been
completed. In the men's
singles final, .Robert "Moose"
Cobb and Bob Jacobs have
started' their match, with each.
player winning a set. Cobb
notched the first set by the .
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by Sue Lewis
Try To Reduce Your Salt
If you are like most·
Americans, you are probably
consuming too much salt. The
average American consumes 10-20
grams of salt a day, Which is
equivalent to 2-4 teaspoons a
day.
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